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Abstract
In recent years, work carried out in the context of the implicit prosody hypothesis (IPH) has
called into question the assumption that implicit (i.e., silently generated) prosody and explicit
(overtly produced) prosody are similar in form. Focusing on prosodic phrasing, the present
study explored this issue using an individual differences approach, and using methods that do
not rely on the sentence comprehension tests characteristic of work within the IPH program.
A large group of native English speakers participated in a production experiment intended to
identify individual differences in average prosodic phrase length, phonologically defined. We
then explored whether these (explicit) prosodic differences were related to two other kinds
of variation, each with a connection to implicit prosody. First, we tested whether individual
differences in explicit prosodic phrase length were predicted by individual differences in
working memory capacity, a relationship that has been established for implicit prosody.
Second, we explored whether participants’ explicit prosodic phrase lengths were predictive of
their behavior in a silent-reading task in which they had to identify their own implicit prosodic
groupings. In both cases, the findings are argued to be consistent with a similarity between
explicit and implicit prosody. First, participants with higher working memory capacity (as
estimated by reading spans) were associated with longer prosodic phrases. Second, participants
who produced longer explicit prosodic phrases in speech tended to report generating longer
prosodic phrases in silent reading. Implications for the nature of implicit prosody, and how it
can be studied, are discussed.
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Introduction

1.1 Background
Nearly 20 years ago, Fodor (1998, 2002) proposed an understanding of prosody’s role in sentence
processing that she called the IPH, formulated as in (1) and crucially based on the working assumptions in (2):
(1)

The IPH (Fodor, 2002, p. 113)

In silent reading, a default prosodic contour is projected onto the stimulus, and it may influence
syntactic ambiguity resolution. Other things being equal, the parser favors the syntactic analysis
associated with the most natural (default) prosodic contour for that sentence.
(2)

Working Assumptions of the IPH:
a. The implicit prosody projected onto the sentence in reading will be identical to the
explicit (i.e., overtly spoken) prosody for that sentence in a comparable context.
b. The comprehender will be more likely to postulate a large syntactic boundary at the
location of a large prosodic boundary.

The present study is primarily concerned with Assumption (2a). Implicit in this assumption that
silently generated implicit prosody resembles overtly produced explicit prosody is the idea that the
latter can be used to study the former. However, as described below, previous work has challenged
the validity of this assumption. The basic goal of the present study was to further explore implicit
and explicit prosody’s similarity, and to do so using methods that (a) separate questions about
implicit prosodic form from questions about sentence processing patterns, and (b) take into account
variation across individuals. To this end, the rest of the paper proceeds as follows. First, Section 1.2
describes work, carried out in the context of the IPH, that has led to doubts regarding Assumption
(2a). Section 1.2 discusses evidence that Assumption (2a) might not be too far off the mark if two
factors related to methodology are taken into account: (a) how explicit prosody is elicited, and (b)
individual differences across speakers. Sections 1.3 and 2 then present an experiment testing for
links between implicit and explicit prosody with these two factors in mind. We asked two basic
questions. First, we asked whether individual differences in working memory capacity are systematically related to individual differences in explicit prosodic phrase length (observed in a production task), since working memory has been associated with implicit prosodic phrase length in
previous work. Second, we asked whether individual differences in explicit phrase length observed
in the production task were systematically related to individual differences in implicit prosodic
phrase length, observed in a separate silent-reading task completed by the same speakers. A discussion of the results and concluding remarks follow in Sections 3 and 4.

1.2

Implicit Prosody, Explicit Prosody, and Attachment Preference

Although interest in the “internal voice” has a long track record in language research, the IPH
ushered in a greater emphasis on the role that its prosodic aspects have on sentence processing (see
also Bader, 1998). Work in this area has since expanded broadly, in terms of both the prosodic
features investigated (e.g., phrasing, accentuation, lexical stress) and the psycholinguistic phenomena involved (e.g., syntactic parsing, word segmentation, lexical access).1 It is therefore useful to
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first consider Fodor’s original motivation for the IPH, which was to account for patterns of ambiguity resolution involving sentences like 3:
(3)

The doctor met the son of the colonel who tragically died.

Such sentences feature ambiguity in the attachment of a relative clause (RC) to one of two preceding noun phrases (NP1 or NP2). If the RC (who tragically died) attaches low in the structure, it is
interpreted as modifying NP2 (the colonel). If, on the other hand, the RC attaches high in the structure (to the entire complex noun phrase, the son of the colonel), it is interpreted as modifying NP1
(the son). As prosody was known to influence syntactic parsing for explicitly produced sentences
(e.g., Maynell, 1999; Pynte & Prieur, 1996; see also Speer et al., 1996), Fodor proposed that
prosody may be influencing the parsing of silently read sentences as well. The more specific claim
in Fodor (2002) was that high attachment interpretations occur when the reader’s inner voice
inserts a prosodic boundary between NP2 and the RC: (NP1 NP2)//(RC). Low attachment interpretations occur when the reader instead inserts such a silent/implicit boundary between NP1 and
NP2: (NP1)//(NP2 RC). Put simply, the RC modifies the constituent that it is grouped prosodically
closest to, even when the prosody is only internally generated.
Two findings about RC attachment preferences serve as particularly strong support for the idea
that implicit prosody influences syntactic parsing as per the IPH. The first is that readers’ preference for high attachment increases when rhythmic pressures push for prosodic segmentation of the
sentence, such as they do when an RC is very long (in phonological material). For example, it was
known at the time (e.g., Fernández, 2003; Fernández & Bradley, 1999) and has since been wellreplicated (e.g., Hemforth et al., 2015; Jun & Bishop, 2015a), that readers are more likely to report
high attachment interpretations for sentences like (4a) than they are for variants like (4b) (from
Rayner et al., 2012):
(4) a. The doctor met the son of the colonel who tragically died of a stroke.
b. The doctor met the son of the colonel who died.
The difference in attachment preference between (4a) and (4b) is thought to reflect the basic
rhythmic constraints that are also at play in spoken prosody. While it is a matter of ongoing debate
how strongly they are weighted relative to other constraints (Breen et al., 2011; Watson & Gibson,
2004), other things being equal, speakers prefer prosodic groupings that are neither too long nor
too short (Krivokapić, 2007a; Nespor & Vogel 1986; Selkirk, 2000) and that are of roughly equal
length (e.g., Cooper & Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Gee & Grosjean, 1983). Both of these rhythmic
requirements push for dividing (4a) into two phrases, increasing the probability that a prosodic
boundary will occur directly before the RC. This contrasts with the sentence in (4b), which may be
fit comfortably into a single prosodic phrase, or perhaps two equal phrases, both of which group
NP2 prosodically with the RC.
The second finding is that attachment preference is also systematically related to a property of
readers rather than sentences—and in a way that is arguably related to the length effect just
described. In a large individual differences study, Swets et al. (2007) found that whether or not
native English-speaking readers report a high attachment interpretation for the relevant sentences
is inversely related to their working memory capacity, as estimated by measures such as the reading span task (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980).2 That lower working memory is associated with a
preference for distal rather than local attachment is at first highly counterintuitive; if attachment to
a local/more recent constituent is less taxing on processing resources (e.g., Frazier, 1979; Gibson,
1998; Kimball, 1973), we would expect individuals with lower working memory capacity to
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instead prefer low attachment. Swets and colleagues argued this pattern could be explained if we
assume two basic things: (a) that working memory capacity is positively correlated with the amount
of material readers can fit into a “processing chunk,” and (b) that these processing chunks are prosodic in nature (albeit implicit prosody). These two assumptions then explain the counterintuitive
pattern as follows. First, individuals with lower working memory, who must segment a string into
smaller implicit prosodic chunks, are more likely to insert an implicit prosodic boundary before the
RC. Then, as per the IPH, this implicit boundary increases the probability of a high attachment
interpretation. The effect of working memory capacity can therefore be seen as related to the length
effect on attachment described above; the only additional assumptions required are that what constitutes “too long for one phrase” varies from reader to reader, and that some of this variation is
related to working memory resources. Given that a relationship between working memory capacity
and the size of processing units has been independently demonstrated (e.g., Swets et al., 2014), the
results of Swets et al. (2007) provide indirect but strong evidence for the psychological reality of
implicit prosody. One of the questions we will ask in the present study is whether an analogous
relationship exists between working memory capacity and explicit prosodic phrase length, which
would seem to be predicted if implicit prosody and explicit prosody are similar in form.
Returning to Fodor’s original proposal, recall that her primary interest was in whether implicit
prosody could help explain cross-language differences in attachment preference the way they
could explain the within-language patterns just described (Carreiras & Clifton, 1993; Cuetos &
Mitchell, 1988). It is in this line of research where Assumption (2a) has encountered the most difficulty. The logic in the relevant studies is as follows: if speakers of languages like Korean, Japanese
and Spanish show an overall preference for high attachment (Cuetos & Mitchell, 1988; Jun & Kim,
2004; Kamide & Mitchell, 1997), it is because their default prosody phrases the RC separately
from the two NPs. If speakers of languages like English and Romanian show a preference for low
attachment (Ehrlich et al., 1999), it is because their default prosody phrases the RC together with
NP2.3 Fodor’s Assumption (2a) is then called upon for indirect support: if these attachment patterns reflect language-specific prosodifications, we expect to see similar prosodifications of equivalent sentences that are explicitly produced. Assumption (2a) is thus a linking hypothesis of sorts,
and crucially requires evidence from the analysis of speakers’ productions to confirm.
Unfortunately, confirmation has not been particularly strong. While groups of speakers of
Korean (Jun 2003a; Jun & Kim, 2004), Japanese (Jun & Koike 2003) and Spanish (Bergmann
et al., 2008), all high attachment languages, have been shown to preferentially produce the predicted boundary between the RC and the two NPs, native English speakers also produce this pattern (Bergmann et al., 2008; Jun, 2010; see also Jun & Shilman, 2008), despite English’s status as
a low attachment language. While it should be noted that the explicit prosody of ambiguous RC
sentences in low attachment languages other than English has been less well studied, the results so
far are nonetheless discouraging. Jun (2010), Bergmann et al. (2008) and Breen (2014), for example, all conclude that the findings from explicit prosody for English seem to indicate that either
implicit prosodic boundaries do not have the straightforward influence on attachment assumed by
Fodor in (1), or it is too difficult to see, because implicit prosody and explicit prosody are not as
equivalent as stated in Assumption (2a).

1.3 How Dissimilar are Implicit and Explicit Prosody?
While a growing body of work indicates that the IPH underestimated the complexity of the relationship between prosody and off-line attachment preference,4 evidence based on a number of
psycholinguistic and neurophysiological methods suggests it was not fundamentally off the mark
(e.g., Hirotani et al., 2006; Jun & Bishop, 2015a; Jun & Bishop, 2015b; Schremm et al., 2015;
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Steinhauer, 2003; Steinhauer & Friederici, 2001; Swets et al., 2007). Rather than a fundamental
error in diagnosing the relationship between implicit prosody and syntactic parsing, the problem
instead lies in the diagnosing of implicit prosody itself—and in particular, assuming its similarity
to the explicit prosody obtained from reading aloud. Said otherwise, the problem may fundamentally be a defect in Assumption (2a).
Further complicating matters is the possibility that rather than a problem with reading aloud per
se, the disconnect may have more to do with the details of how explicit prosody has been elicited in
previous studies, including ones like Jun (2010). As Jun (2010) notes in her discussion of the matter,
there is considerable evidence that reading aloud is more closely related to phonological processing,
while silent reading is more closely associated with semantic processing (Bookheimer et al., 1995).
Prosody from read-aloud speech is therefore more likely to lack influences from syntactic and semantic structure than is implicit prosody generated during silent reading (or even explicit prosody produced in conversational speech). For example, when reading individual sentences aloud in a
laboratory, and especially when sentences are long or complex, speakers likely prioritize fluency and
rhythm over the encoding of syntactic structure and semantic meaning (e.g., Rasinski, 2006). This
may be exacerbated for individual sentences read in isolation, given that meaning is less effectively
processed in the absence of a larger semantic/pragmatic context (e.g., Turnbull et al., 2017). Moreover,
structure and meaning may also be weakly encoded in prosody if the speaker prosodifies the sentence
before fully comprehending it (Jun, 2010), is insufficiently aware of the presence of ambiguity
(Hwang & Schafer, 2009; Snedeker & Trueswell, 2003), or lacks the communicative motivation to
explicitly reduce ambiguity (Breen et al., 2010). The corollary of this, however, is that if readers have
time to comprehend the material (and some context is provided to help them do this), even relatively
lab-speech-style reading tasks may be informative as to readers’ implicit prosodic representations
(see Hwang & Schafer, 2009, for additional discussion on this point).
These conclusions find some support in a study demonstrating a relation between implicit and
explicit accentuation (i.e., prominence patterns rather than phrasing patterns) using speech from
reading aloud. In two experiments, Speer and Foltz (2015) investigated readers’ generation of
implicit intonational pitch accents for sentences in different focus contexts. Participants in their
study were presented with sentence pairs that either placed (5a) or did not place (5b) contrastive
focus on the subject of the second sentence in a pair (the “test sentence,” here in bold):
(5)

a. Jacquelyn didn’t pass the test. Belinda passed the test.
b. Belinda didn’t fail the test. Belinda passed the test.

Described in terms of ToBI (Tones and Break Indices) annotations for English (Beckman & Ayers
Elam, 1997; Beckman & Hirschberg, 1994; Silverman et al., 1992), the canonical intonational structure of the test sentence in (5a) would include a prominent L+H* pitch accent on the contrastively
focused Belinda, but no pitch accent on the given information following it (Büring, 2016). In (5b),
where the verb is contrastively focused and the other information given, a L+H* is expected on
passed, and the other information of lower prominence/unaccented. Speer and Foltz reasoned that if
readers were implicitly generating these prosodic patterns, it should be detectable via priming effects
on the recognition of explicit (i.e., auditorily presented) prosodic forms. To test this, participants in
their study first silently read sentences like those in (5) and were then presented with an auditory target—an auditory version of the sentence’s subject, which either matched or did not match the “canonical” prosody. Participants were then asked to decide whether or not the auditory target was the same
word that began the test sentence they had just read. The prediction was that, if participants were
implicitly generating the canonical intonation, there should be an advantage for responses to auditory
targets that match that canonical intonation. After reading (5a), this should mean an advantage for
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Belinda pronounced with a L+H*; after reading (5b), it should mean an advantage for Belinda pronounced as unaccented. Surprisingly, the results of this first experiment revealed no significant overall
effect that indicated priming; responses to L+H* auditory targets were not faster following contrastively focused primes for their participant group as a whole.
Interestingly, however, this group-level result did not hold true for all participants, as some showed
fairly robust priming for implicit-explicit matches. Having identified this variation across participants,
the authors hypothesized that the lack of overall priming effects may have occurred not because readers failed to generate implicit accentuation, but because they did not all generate the same implicit
accentuation. If, for example, some participants were generating the less-prominent H* pitch accent
for contrastively focused Belinda rather than an L+H* (which is in fact not uncommon in explicit
speech; e.g., Calhoun, 2012; Ito & Speer, 2006), then priming effects would not be expected. To test
this, they repeated their first experiment, but included an additional reading-aloud task that was
intended to identify individual differences in (explicit) speech style that might correlate with priming
effects. Before engaging in the priming task, participants in their second experiment first read a brief
(≈100 words) passage aloud. This passage was used to distinguish individuals who reliably used
L+H* to mark contrastive focus from individuals who used it less reliably (in favor of a less-prominent H* accent). In fact, the results of this second experiment showed that participants who produced
more L+H* pitch accents in the read-aloud passage were the same participants who showed a priming
effect for L+H*/contrastive focus matches; participants who tended to produce more H* pitch accents,
on the other hand, were the participants who failed to show the priming effect.
Particularly relevant to the issue of phrasing patterns, Speer and Foltz highlight that sentence-level
prosody is rife with optionality, even in terms of categorical contrasts. Thus, unlike in the study of
word-level phenomena (see Breen, 2014 for several examples), it may simply not be possible to study
implicit sentence-level contrasts like accentuation and phrasing without considering cross-speaker
(and cross-reader) variation. Notably, Speer and Foltz’s reading-aloud task, though far from eliciting
natural or spontaneous speech, made use of a passage that was longer and had richer context than
individual sentences in isolation do. This likely helped speakers process its meaning, leading to better
prosody-to-meaning mapping. However, rather than attempting to relate explicit prosody for isolated
sentences to sentence comprehension patterns, the read-aloud passages were used to form a picture of
overall speech style for individual speakers. That is, based on a larger sample of speech, Speer and
Foltz determined what was a probable implicit prosodic pattern for particular individuals.

1.4 Present Study: Individual Differences and Prosodic Phrasing
Given that most of the work on implicit prosody has been carried out in the context of the IPH, it
has been difficult to separate questions about implicit prosodic form from questions about syntactic
ambiguity resolution. As our interests center around the former rather than the latter, the present
study attempted to investigate implicit prosody without considering attachment preference. More
specifically, the overarching goal was to probe for similarities between the implicit prosody generated in silent reading and the explicit prosody produced in reading aloud. To this end, the experiment below asked two questions:
Q1.	Do individual differences in working memory capacity predict individual differences in
explicit prosodic phrasing?
This first question derives largely from the findings in Swets et al. (2007) and Speer and Foltz (2015),
both of which demonstrate the relevance of individual differences. As described above, Swets and
colleagues make the claim that working memory capacity (henceforth WMC) influences the size of
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the prosodic chunks that readers implicitly generate when reading text silently. This offers us an
opportunity to link implicit and explicit prosody because it leads to the following prediction (which
has not, to our knowledge, been tested): if implicit and explicit prosody are similar in form, we expect
WMC to have the same basic relationship with explicit phrase length as it does with implicit phrase
length.5 Much like in Speer and Foltz (2015), the explicit prosody we tested in the present study was
elicited in a simple reading-aloud task, using a narrative-like passage. Such materials may encourage
better processing of meaning by providing more depth and coherence than does a list of isolated
sentences. To encourage speakers to produce the kind of prosody consistent with their interpretation
of meaning in the passage, speakers were given time to skim the entire passage, and also practiced
reading it aloud before recording the sample to be analyzed. Speech produced in this reading-aloud
production task was then annotated for its phrasal structure, phonologically defined, and the extent to
which WMC predicted variation in prosodic phrasing (i.e., phrase length) across speakers was modeled statistically.
Q2. Do individual differences in explicit prosodic phrasing predict individual differences in
self-identified implicit prosodic phrasing?
The second question addresses the relation between explicit and implicit prosody in a different
way. The basic idea was that while implicit prosody cannot be observed directly, readers may be
able to provide information about its form via self-reports, which can then be compared against
their more directly observable explicit prosody. Therefore, in a second task, the same participants
who served as speakers in the reading-aloud task just described were also asked to read a second
passage silently, and to indicate where in this passage they perceived their “inner voice” to be
inserting prosodic juncture.
While the task may be challenging, there is reason to think it can provide some insight into the inner
voice. Recent work on the use of “crowdsourced” prosodic annotation (using “Rapid Prosody
Transcription”; Cole, Mo, & Baek, 2010; Cole, Mo, & Hasegawa-Johnson, 2010; Cole et al., 2017) has
demonstrated that linguistically untrained listeners have some aptitude for identifying auditorily presented prosodic events, and it is not clear a priori that the perception of internal events, like those
occurring in inner speech, is completely different from the perception of external events. Moreover, the
psychological reality of inner speech, as discussed in Fodor (2002), has never been seriously in doubt,
nor has the ability of most people to attend to it to some degree (see also Rayner et al., 2012; and
Slowiaczek & Clifton, 1980). And while we might expect considerable variation in readers’ ability to
identify implicit prosodic events, we also expect variation in listeners’ identification of external, auditorily presented ones (Bishop et al., 2020; Roy et al., 2017). Moreover, the goal here was not to use
their responses as a stand-alone picture of their implicit prosodic representations. Instead, the purpose
was to relate these self-identified implicit prosodic events to the directly observable explicit prosody
produced by the same individuals. The prediction was that individuals who report parsing written text
into smaller prosodic units implicitly should also tend to parse read-aloud sentences into smaller units
in explicitly produced speech. To the extent that they do, this would provide new evidence for the similarity between explicit and implicit prosodic form, using cross-speaker/reader variation to do so.

2

Experiment

2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Stimuli. Materials were chosen for two reading tasks: a reading-aloud task (to assess explicit
prosodic phrasing) and a silent-reading/implicit-boundary identification task (to assess implicit
prosodic phrasing). In both cases, passages of moderate length were used (taken from popular
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prose writing in Alda, 2006), chosen for their simple but engaging narrative and large proportion
of short words (approximately 75% of the words in each passage were monosyllabic). A high proportion of short words was particularly desirable because it allows for greater variation in phrasing
across speakers/readers; given a set amount of text, shorter words means more word boundaries,
and word boundaries are the potential locations of phrase boundaries. The passage to be read aloud
by speakers was 156 words, and the passage to be read silently was somewhat longer at 255 words.
(It was assumed that a larger sample would be needed to detect individual differences in the silentreading task, given the potential difficulty participants may have in identifying their own implicit
prosodic boundaries). A sample of the passage used in the reading-aloud task is shown in (6); the
passages used in both tasks are shown in their entirety in the Appendix.
(6)

Our patch of tangled yard was an exotic foreign country. I had spent so much of my life in
dark theaters and dim hotel rooms, where the only thing green was the peeling paint on the
walls, that this seemed perfectly natural to me. This was where I had my first bite of mud
pie; where I set up a card table and mixed household chemicals, toothpaste, and my mother’s face powder, doing what I called “experiments”. . .

2.1.2 Participants. Participants were 100 native English speakers (42 male, 58 female), mostly
undergraduate students living in one of the boroughs of New York City. All participants self-identified as free of any history of hearing, communication or learning disorders, and all were compensated for their participation.
2.1.3 Procedure. All participants engaged in the following tasks (and in the following order): completion of the Autism Spectrum Quotient questionnaire (“AQ”; Baron-Cohen et al., 2001); completion of an automated version of the reading span task (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980); a reading-aloud
production task; a silent reading and boundary identification task; and a computer-based version of
the Stroop Test (Golden, 1978; Stroop, 1935). The procedure for the two reading tasks, intended to
elicit measures of explicit and implicit prosody, respectively, are described below. The AQ and
Stroop measures (collected as part of a larger study of individual differences in speech) were unrelated to the present investigation and are not discussed further. The reading span task was carried
out using an E-Prime implementation created by Oswald et al., (2015). In brief, participants were
presented, on each trial, with a string of alphabetic letters to hold in memory while performing
another task, namely the reading of a sentence of 10–15 words. Participants were then required to
judge whether or not the sentence made sense before being asked to recall the original letter string
(in the correct order). Readings spans for each participant were estimated based on the “partialscore” method in Conway et al., (2005), reflecting the total number of trials with accurate recall of
strings (rather than the “absolute” scoring based on a limited number of sets of trials for which
perfect accuracy was achieved), which allows for maximal variation across participants to emerge.
For the production task, participants read aloud the 156-word passage while seated in a soundattenuated booth. Participants were asked to first skim the passage silently to familiarize themselves with its content; they were then to read the passage aloud into a Shure SM10A head-worn
unidirectional dynamic microphone (recorded digitally at 44.1kHz), twice, at a comfortable rate
and in a style that was (in their own assessment) natural and appropriate for the passage’s content.
The first recorded reading was intended as practice, in order to increase fluency. The second
recorded reading was saved as a WAV file and retained for later analysis of its phrasal structure,
phonologically defined within the Autosegmental-Metrical framework (Beckman & Pierrehumbert,
1986; Ladd, 2008; Pierrehumbert, 1980), and more specifically using the ToBI conventions for
Mainstream American English (Beckman & Ayers Elam, 1997).
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For the silent-reading/implicit-boundary identification task, participants first underwent training in the identification of prosodic boundaries. (It was determined that no participant had prior
experience/training in prosodic theory or prosodic transcription). The first part of this training
involved listening for explicit prosodic juncture in auditorily presented running speech; participants were presented with a short practice recording (55-words in length, taken from one of former
President Barack Obama’s Weekly Addresses)6 for which they carried out a Rapid Prosody
Transcription task (e.g., Cole, Mo, & Baek, 2010), listening for instances of explicit prosodic juncture. The instructions given to participants were to listen for places where the speaker produced
pauses or very subtle “pause-like” separation between words. It was explained that this “separation” was not always an actual silent pause in speech, but rather anything done with the voice to
make the words “sound separated from each other, as if belonging to different speech chunks.”
This was described as sometimes being the result of speakers slowing down their speech rate, or a
change in pitch, at the end of a “chunk.” Participants listened to the practice recording three times,
and marked where they heard such juncture. In terms of ToBI categories, the recording used contained instances of both large Intonational phrase (IP) boundaries and more subtle intermediate
phrase (ip) boundaries. The short 55-word passage and locations of such boundaries (as labeled by
a trained ToBI transcriber) are shown in (7):
(7)

This week I spent some time in Colorado // and Texas, // talking with people about what’s
going on in their lives. // One of them was Elizabeth Cooper, // who will be a college junior this fall. // She wrote to tell me something I hear often: // how hard it is / for middle
class families / like hers // to afford college.

After hearing the recording the third time, the experimenter made sure that the subject had identified all of the prominent IPs and more subtle ips (labeled in (7) as “//” and “/,” respectively,
although the participants only used a single slash, and did not differentiate juncture of different
degrees above the word level). Participants who did not identify all of the labeled boundaries were
permitted to listen to them again until they reported being able to identify the difference between
these more subtle breaks and the absence of one. Generally, listeners did not have trouble identifying these particular instances of phrase boundaries on their own, and seemed able to understand the
task. Importantly, what was highlighted to them was that such separation between words often
occurs in the absence of orthographical punctuation like a period or comma, and that the goal was
to identify all cases of juncture, regardless of punctuation in the text.
The second part of the training involved a practice run for identifying implicit boundaries in
their own inner speech during silent reading of a passage of similar length (62 words) and content.
Participants were introduced to the idea of the “voice in your head” that people use when reading
silently. This idea was highly intuitive to nearly all the participants in the study. They were asked
to read the 62-word practice passage silently at their own pace, and to try to mark the ends of
“chunks” in their inner speech, just as they had done with the external voice in the first part of the
training. It was explained that there were no “right” or “wrong” responses, and that responses were
expected to be different for different readers. Participants carried out the task at their own pace
(and thus re-reading was assumed to be taking place); responses on these practice materials were
discarded and thus not available for later analysis.
Following this training session, participants were then presented with the 255-word passage (again, shown in the Appendix), and asked to carry out for this longer passage the same
silent-reading/juncture-perception task they had just practiced. Participants’ identification of
prosodic juncture in this longer passage was retained for later analysis.
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2.2 Analysis
2.2.1 Production task: identification of explicit boundaries. The purpose of the production task was to
identify variation in how speakers group the passage into prosodic phrases, and in particular, the
average length of their prosodic phrases. As all participants in the experiment read the same passage, it can be assumed that (a) differences in speakers’ prosodic phrases were for the most part not
due to the lexical/syntactic/semantic content of the passage, and (b) the length speakers’ phrases
would be, on average, inversely related to the number of prosodic boundaries they produced in the
passage. It is important to emphasize that the prosodic junctures of interest here were those that
were intended by the participants—that is, the output of fluent speech. To this end, it was necessary
to identify both fluent and disfluent instances of juncture so that the latter could be removed from
the analysis.
Annotation of the speakers’ productions was therefore carried out as follows. Due to the considerable size of the speech corpus collected (the 100 participants produced a total of approximately
75 minutes of speech), a modified version of the ToBI transcription process was used, designed to
spread out the labor-intensive task of phonological annotation among multiple researchers. First,
one senior and one junior researcher trained in ToBI transcription (working together as a pair)
identified in each participant’s recording the locations of (a) all disfluencies and (b) all potential
fluent prosodic boundaries. “Disfluencies” were identified as per the ToBI guidelines (Beckman &
Ayers Elam, 1997), but were additionally categorized according to commonly recognized types
(e.g., Daneman, 1991; Engelhardt et al., 2013; Lickley, 2015). In particular, a disfluency was identified as either a hesitation (an accidental prolongation), a repetition (an apparently unintended
repetition of a word or string of words), a repair (halting the production of a word after starting it,
and then starting over with another word), or a filled pause (the insertion of syllables like “uh,”
“um,” and “er”). “Potential fluent prosodic boundaries” were identified as the locations of any nondisfluent perceived juncture greater than that marking an ordinary word boundary (i.e., anything
corresponding to a 2, 3-, 3, 4-, 4, or any uncertainties (e.g., a 2? or 3?) in the ToBI annotation
conventions).
These first-pass “potential” boundary identifications (which resulted in a total of 4,467 potential
prosodic boundaries for the group) were intended to be liberal; they would then serve as the input
to a more conservative second-pass ToBI transcription carried out by two additional trained ToBI
labelers who made final decisions about them. For each of the potential boundaries, the two labelers made decisions regarding two things: the break index and any edge-marking tones. The break
index was identified via forced choice as either no prosodic break (a ToBI word-level boundary 0,
1, 1-, 2, or “?-”), an ip-level boundary (a ToBI 3- or 3, or 3?) or an IP-level boundary (4-, 4, or 4?).
Edge-marking tones were identified as either a T- tone (corresponding to the edge of an ip) and a
T% tone (corresponding to the edge of an IP). Boundary tone distinctions themselves had no part
in the analysis; including them in the transcription was primarily intended to ensure that the labelers were making use of tonal information in their decisions about boundaries).
Agreement levels between the two labelers were generally consistent with what has been reported
elsewhere for the ToBI conventions (Breen et al., 2012; Pitrelli et al., 1994; Syrdal & McGory, 2000;
Yoon et al., 2004).7 Agreement between labelers for the presence of a prosodic break above the word
level was 92.5% (κ = .76), and 100% of the disagreements concerned the presence of an ip boundary versus the absence of a boundary (i.e., there were, unsurprisingly, no cases where one labeler
identified a word-level boundary and the other an IP-level boundary). Where both labelers agreed a
boundary above the word level was present, agreement as to its size (i.e., an ip boundary vs. an IP
boundary) was 94.5% (κ = .88). Because the analysis required definitive decisions about the locations and sizes of boundaries for all speakers, and because we wished to analyze only those
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boundaries about which we had the most certainty, the relatively small proportion of disagreements
were settled in the direction of the labeler who marked a smaller degree of juncture. That is, for disagreements where one labeler assumed a word-level boundary and the other an ip-level boundary, the
word-level boundary was assumed; in cases where one labeler marked an ip-level boundary and the
other an IP-level boundary, the ip-level boundary was assumed. As a result of this annotation
method, of the 4,467 potential boundaries initially identified in the first pass, a total of 3,427 actual
prosodic boundaries were identified for final analysis (61.4% of which were IP boundaries).
Finally, the ToBI-defined prosodic phrase boundaries were used to quantify participants’ individual
tendencies regarding phrase length. We took the number of fluent phrase boundaries as a measure of
average phrase length; as all speakers read the same passage with the same lexical material, the number of boundaries is directly indicative of (and inversely related to) the length of those phrases. These
phrase boundary counts either disregarded the prosodic hierarchy (i.e., we considered the binary presence versus absence of phrase breaks, ignoring whether a phrase boundary marked the edge of an
intermediate phrase or an IP) or considered lower-level (intermediate) and higher-level (Intonational)
phrase boundaries separately. The reason for considering these different kinds of prosodic grouping
was due to the fact that it was not clear a priori which level of prosodic structure WMC—if it relates
to speakers’ phrasings at all—it would be most closely associated with. For example, lower WMC may
be associated with a tendency to group utterances into a greater number of shorter IPs (which would
be inferable from the number of intonation phrases they produced). Alternatively, it may be associated
with a tendency to group the material within longer IPs into a series of shorter intermediate phrases
(detectable in the number of intermediate phrases contained within the speakers’ IPs). Finally, it is possible that lower WMC might be associated with shorter phrases at both levels of structure.8
These different methods of counting speakers’ use of phrase boundaries served as the measures for
analysis, and are summarized in Table 1. When considering these counts, it is important to note that,
as intermediate phrases and Intonational phrases are hierarchically organized (with the former dominated by the latter), the location of every IP boundary is also the location of an ip boundary, but not
every ip boundary corresponds to an IP boundary. Therefore, the “number of ips” measure used here
refers to only those ips that did not coincide with the right edge of an IP (that is, it includes only nonIP-final ips). By the same token, the “total number of boundaries” measure is equivalent to all ips,
since every boundary is necessarily an ip. Finally, as it is well-known that speech rate is inversely and
sometimes very strongly correlated with boundary placement (e.g., Fougeron & Jun, 1998; Gee &
Grosjean, 1983; Jun, 1993; Jun, 2003b), we also estimated each participant’s overall speech rate,
defined as their average syllable duration, calculated over all ips in the passage (and excluding any
silent pauses that could not be better explained by voiceless stop closure).
2.2.2 Silent-reading task: identification of implicit boundaries. The quantification of participants’
implicit boundaries in the silent-reading task was considerably simpler, and was based on the junctural annotations that the participants themselves provided on the printed transcripts of the second
passage. Again, since all participants read the same passage, a greater number of boundaries
marked indicates shorter implicit prosodic phrases on average. Clearly here, however, there can be
no distinction between ip- and IP-level boundaries, since readers were only instructed to make
binary judgments about the presence of juncture between words in the printed passage, and had no
training or other basis for making finer distinctions.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Production task: explicit prosodic phrasing and WMC. We begin first with a brief description of
disfluencies produced by participants. Disfluencies have sometimes been found to be inversely
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Table 1. Measures of phrase length used for analysis.
Number of ips produced
Number of IPs produced
Total number of Boundaries

Total number of fluent intermediate phrase boundaries produced in
the passage (excluding those that coincided with an IP boundary)
Total number of fluent Intonational phrase boundaries produced in
the passage
Total number of fluent prosodic boundaries (of any phrase level,
intermediate or Intonational) produced in the passage

Figure 1. (Left) Box plot summarizing the prevalence of different disfluency types produced by
speakers. (Right) Scatterplot showing the relationship between WMC (as estimated by reading spans) and
disfluencies for the group of speakers. (Higher RSPANs indicate higher WMC).

related to WMC (e.g., Daneman, 1991) and for this reason it was important to identify and exclude
them from the main analysis, which was concerned with WMC’s possible relation to fluent,
intended prosodic groupings. A breakdown by disfluency type is shown in Figure 1 (left panel).9
As a group, speakers produced an average of four disfluencies for the 156-word passage (most of
which were hesitations/prolongations), approximately half of what some studies have reported for
other materials and speech styles (Bortfeld et al., 2001; Fox Tree, 1995; Shriberg, 1994). We also
briefly explored whether this sample of disfluencies was related to WMC. As can be seen in Figure
1 (right panel), an inverse relationship is apparent, with reading spans accounting for approximately 7.5% of the variance according to a simple R2. A mixed-effects logistic regression model
was then used to test the significance of this relationship; the model attempted to predict the categorical presence of a disfluency (of any type) in speakers’ readings of the passage as a function of
fixed effects (participants’ reading spans and speech rate, centered on their means) and random
intercepts for participant and the word’s linear order in the passage (a measure of how far along in
the passage the speaker was). This revealed significant simple effects for both fixed-effects factors;
lower reading spans (estimate = -0.055, ste = .02626, z = -2.08, p < .05) and slower speech rate
(estimate = 14.00, ste =5.0157, z = 2.79, p < .01) were both associated with a higher probability
of disfluency. Thus, as has been reported previously, speakers with lower readings spans (indicating lower WMC) tended to produce speech more frequently interrupted by disfluencies. However,
it is important to note that the overall number of disfluencies in this sample was, by design, quite
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Figure 2. Histograms plotting the distribution of participants’ explicit prosodic groupings, in terms of
intermediate phrases (ips), Intonational Phrases (IPs) or total number of boundaries, ignoring phrase level.

small. Furthermore, the primary reason for identifying these disfluencies was so that they (and any
relationship they have to WMC) could be removed from the analysis of fluent prosodic phrasings,
to which we now turn.
In considering whether individual differences in WMC predict cross-speaker variation in phrase
length, it is clearly important that considerable cross-speaker variation actually exits. In fact, Figure
2, which shows how speakers were distributed in terms of the number of phrase breaks they produced, indicates substantial variation in this group. That is, even when reading the same, relatively
brief scripted passage, there was a considerable lack of uniformity in terms of prosodic phrasing. This
indicates that there must be variation that the grammar (i.e., syntactic, semantic, and rhythmic constraints) and the orthography of the passage are unable to account for. The purpose of the rest of the
analysis was therefore to determine whether differences in speakers’ WMC accounted for some of
this variance—and, if so, if it was tied to a particular level of the prosodic hierarchy.10
Figure 3 plots participants’ phrasing as a function of reading spans. As can be seen, a negative
correlation is present between readings spans and each measures of phrasing considered, indicating
that lower WMC was associated with a greater number of prosodic boundaries (and thus shorter
phrases) in the passage. Notably, the correlation is of similarly modest strength when considering
intermediate phrasing and Intonational phrasing separately; the correlation is strongest (accounting
for as much as approximately 20% of the variance) when collapsing for phrase types.11 This would
seem to suggest that WMC is predictive of the amount of material speakers parse into prosodic
phrases of some type—but not which type (ip or IP) it is.
To test the statistical significance of these correlations in a more rigorous way, mixed-effects
logistic regression was used. First, a set of models was constructed to predict either the categorical
presence of an ip boundary, an IP boundary, or a boundary of any size (i.e., ignoring distinctions in
phrase level). In these models, the fixed effects included the categorical predictor “punctuation”
(the presence or absence of punctuation following a word in the text) and the continuous predictors
“reading span” and “mean syllable duration.” “Mean syllable duration,” the measure of speech rate
used here, is especially important. As discussed above, it is well-known that speakers tend to omit
prosodic boundaries when speaking at faster rates, and preliminary inspection of the data revealed
that mean syllable duration was also negatively correlated with reading span (R2 = .102), indicating that speakers with lower WMC tended to read at a slower rate. This raises the possibility that
the correlations between reading span and boundary placement described above could have been
accounted for by speech rate, and so speech rate must be statistically controlled for. The random
effects included those that contributed significantly to model fit as indicated by a log-likelihood
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Figure 3. Scatterplots showing the relationship between participants’ WMC (as measured by reading spans)
and the prevalence of prosodic boundaries (defined in terms of intermediate phrases (ips), Intonational
Phrases (IPs), or total number of boundaries of any type). Higher RSPANs indicate higher WMC.

ratio test (Matuschek et al., 2017). These included, in addition to intercepts for “participant” and
“word” (conceived of here as an “item”), a by-participant slope for “mean syllable duration.”
Continuous variables were centered on their means.
The results of the logistic regression models are shown in Table 2. First, and of primary interest,
reading span was a statistically significant predictor of participants’ prosodic phrasing only when
collapsing for phrase level—indicating that WMC’s relationship was with phrase boundaries in
general, not phrase boundaries marking a particular level in the prosodic hierarchy. Second, and
unsurprisingly, the models confirmed that the presence of punctuation in the text predicted prosodic juncture. However, this was only significant when modeling IP boundaries or boundaries in
general; this is expected, as participants likely produce large prosodic breaks (often followed by
pauses) rather than more subtle ip boundaries at points of orthographic punctuation. Also unsurprising is the fact that longer mean syllable duration (i.e., slower speech rate) was significantly
associated with the likelihood of prosodic boundaries. This was true for all measures of phrasing;
this is consistent with previous work showing that faster speech rates can lead to prosodic restructuring such that, at faster speech rates, boundaries are demoted from a higher level to a lower level,
and boundaries marking a lower level are sometimes deleted entirely (e.g., Fougeron & Jun, 1998).
To summarize, this part of the study sought to determine whether variation in the prevalence of
prosodic boundaries (and thus average phrase length) in read-aloud speech was significantly related
to speakers’ verbal WMC. In fact, such a relationship was observed, and was statistically significant;
reading spans were negatively associated with the number of boundaries speakers produced (and
thus positively associated with average phrase length). The results from this group of English speakers therefore indicate that WMC has the same basic relation to explicit prosodic phrasing that Swets
et al. (2007) argued exists between WMC and implicit prosodic phrasing. This is broadly consistent
with the idea that implicit prosody and explicit prosody are similar in form—and thus also lends
some support to the validity of Assumption (2a) of the IPH.
2.3.2 Implicit boundary identification task: Implicit and explicit prosodic phrasing. Recall that the purpose
of this analysis was primarily to relate speakers’ explicit prosodic phrasing patterns (in production)
to their own implicit prosodic chunking patterns (in silent reading). As a first-pass assessment of
how explicit and implicit prosodic phrasing behavior correlated, Figure 4 (top panel) plots the number of implicit prosodic boundaries participants identified in the silent-reading task with the number
of explicit prosodic boundaries they produced in the reading-aloud production task. The figure also
shows (bottom panel) the number of implicit breaks participants identified as a function of their
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Table 2. Results of three mixed-effects logistic regression models predicting either the presence of
intermediate phrase boundaries (ip), Intonational phrase boundaries (IP), or a phrase boundary of any type.
(The intermediate phrase boundaries modeled were only those that did not correspond to an Intonational
phrase boundary).
Estimate
ip Boundaries:
Punctuation
Mean syllable duration
RSPAN
IP Boundaries:
Punctuation
Mean syllable duration
RSPAN
Any Boundary:
Punctuation
Mean syllable duration
RSPAN

STE

z

p

−1.3078
.0448
−.0170

.0101
.0205
.0101

−1.62
2.18
−1.69

> .1
< .05
< .1

13.0005
.0257
−.0227

1.8444
.0392
.0200

7.05
6.56
−1.13

< .001
< .001
> .1

9.7900
.0241
−.0407

1.2878
.0263
.0136

7.60
9.17
−2.99

< .001
< .001
< .01

reading spans. Apparent in the figure is that participants’ self-identified implicit prosodic boundaries
were very weakly related to their reading span, although the direction of the correlation was nominally negative. The relationship between participants’ implicit boundaries and explicit boundaries
was also generally weak; essentially no correlation was found between implicit chunking and
explicit ips, or between implicit chunking and the total number of explicit boundaries. The strongest
correlation was between implicit boundaries and explicit IPs, a positive correlation, although explicit
IPs accounted for only approximately 5% of the variance according to a simple R2.
To test whether participants’ explicit IP boundaries were able to significantly predict their
implicit prosodic boundaries in a more complete statistical model (and to confirm that explicit ip
boundaries and total number of explicit boundaries did not), mixed-effects logistic regression models were fitted to the data in a manner similar to the analysis of explicit phrasing. Here, three models were constructed, each attempting to predict participants’ self-identified implicit prosodic
boundaries as a function of a different explicit prosodic variable (i.e., explicit ips, explicit IPs, or
the total number of explicit boundaries a participant produced in the reading-aloud task).
Punctuation (fixed effect) and reading spans (fixed effect and by-participant random slope) were
again included in the models. (Reading spans were not included in the model that tested the “total
boundaries” measure, as they did not contribute to model fit; Matuschek et al., 2017).
The results of modeling are shown in Table 3 (testing ips), Table 4 (testing IPs) and Table 5 (testing “total boundaries”). Unsurprisingly, in all models, overt punctuation in the passage’s text
strongly predicted readers’ reporting of implicit juncture. Self-reports of implicit juncture were also
significantly associated with speakers who produced more IP boundaries in the reading-aloud task,
the only explicit prosodic measure that was relevant. Finally, participants with shorter reading spans
were also numerically associated with fewer implicit prosodic breaks, but not significantly so.
To summarize, this part of the study explored the relation between explicit and implicit prosody
using a novel self-report method of implicit prosodic chunking. While participants’ explicit prosody was not, overall, a particularly robust predictor of their self-reported implicit prosody, some
hints at a relationship between the two were detectable—and interpretable. The main finding was
that participants who produced more IPs in the production task tended to report more implicit
breaks in their silent reading, and this was statistically significant. One possibility is that this
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Figure 4. Scatterplots showing the relationship between speakers’ implicit and explicit boundaries (top)
and the relationship between their implicit boundaries and RSPAN scores (bottom).

reflects a dissimilarity between implicit and explicit prosody; perhaps, for example, implicit prosody has a simpler structure, one that consists of only higher-level (IP) groupings. Related to this, it
is possible that implicit and explicit prosody are only faintly similar in form, but both related to a
common, deeper representation of structure.
Yet another interpretation—one that seems particularly plausible—is that what we found here
instead reflects the difficulty of the task employed. That is, participants may only have been proficient at identifying prominent, higher-level IP boundaries in their inner speech (and even then,
likely only a subset of them), while missing most of the subtler ip boundaries. Thus, while the
methodology used in this task may need to be modified in order to be sufficiently sensitive for wide
use in investigating implicit prosody, it did seem to detect a relationship between explicit prosody
and implicit prosody above chance level. Like the results from the first task, this provides some
support for the claim that implicit and explicit prosody are similar in form—supporting Assumption
(2a) of the IPH.
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Table 3. Results of the mixed-effects logistic regression model used to predict participants’ self-reported
implicit prosodic boundaries as a function of the number of explicit intermediate phrases they produced.

Punctuation
RSPAN
Explicit ips

Estimate

STE

z

p

8.6468
−.0281
−.0311

.6022
.0184
.0210

14.35
−1.52
−1.48

< .001
> .1
> .1

Table 4. Results of the mixed-effects logistic regression model used to predict participants’ self-reported
implicit prosodic boundaries as a function of the number of explicit Intonational Phrases they produced.

Punctuation
RSPAN
Explicit IPs

Estimate

STE

z

p

8.631
−.0115
.0459

.5984
.0181
.0202

14.42
−0.63
2.27

< .001
> .1
< .05

Table 5. Results of the mixed-effects logistic regression model used to predict participants’ self-reported
implicit prosodic boundaries as a function of the total number of explicit prosodic boundaries they produced.

Punctuation
Total Explicit Boundaries

3

Estimate

STE

z

p

8.633
.0158

.6007
.0157

14.37
0.99

< .001
> .1

Discussion

The study presented above was motivated by questions regarding the similarity between implicit
prosody and explicit prosody, and thus the appropriateness of attempts to use the former to study
the latter. We started by highlighting Fodor’s (2002) working assumption that the two are largely
equivalent, and we noted that most investigation into implicit prosodic phrasing has taken place in
the context of exploring Fodor’s (1998, 2002) IPH. However, the IPH was intended to be an explanation for cross-linguistic patterns in syntactic ambiguity resolution rather than a way to investigate implicit prosody per se, and so work in this area has made it difficult to tease apart questions
about the relation between implicit and explicit prosody on the one hand from questions about how
readers parse the syntax of printed text on the other (Breen 2014; Jun, 2010). A simple goal of the
present study was therefore to explore the relationship between implicit and explicit prosody in a
way not so heavily dependent on how speakers/readers resolve syntactic ambiguity, and in a way
that takes individual differences into account. A related concern we noted involved the extent to
which the prosody obtained from reading aloud—a specific style of explicit prosody—is suitable
for the investigation of implicit prosody. In the study presented above, native English speakers
participated in two tasks, both involving read-aloud speech, and the output from those two tasks
was consistent with a similarity between implicit and explicit prosody. However, this similarity
was perhaps not as straightforward as assumed by the IPH. Before concluding, we consider the
significance and the limitations of the findings from the two tasks, and the implications for future
empirical investigation of implicit prosody.
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The goal of the first task (i.e., the production experiment assessing cross-speaker variation in
phrase length) was to test for a relationship between individual differences in working memory
capacity (WMC) and individual differences in explicit phrase length. Previous work has posited a
relationship between WMC and implicit phrase length (e.g., Swets et al., 2007) and to the extent
that implicit and explicit prosody are similar, we therefore expected explicit phrase length to also
covary with WMC. Consistent with this expectation, we found that speakers with higher WMC
were associated with longer prosodic phrases in their explicit productions, accounting for perhaps
as much as 20% of the variance across speakers. Furthermore, the production study provided some
important data related to the prosodic hierarchy that were not—and probably could not have
been—addressed in previous studies of attachment preference like Swets et al., (2007) or Jun and
Bishop (2015a). Interestingly, however, there was not a specific level in the prosodic hierarchy that
WMC was particularly tied to, as reading spans were most strongly associated with the simple
binary distinction between the presence versus absence of a boundary. A corollary of this finding
worth highlighting is that subtle, lower-level prosodic boundaries cannot be neglected in analyses
of individual differences in phrasing. And, importantly, this fact could only be identified in the
context of an explicit phonological model like the one assumed here (Beckman & Pierrehumbert,
1986; Pierrehumbert, 1980), and future research may relate this kind of variation in phrasing to
discussions currently taking place in the speech planning literature (e.g., Bishop & Kim, 2018;
Kilbourn-Ceron et al., 2020; Krivokapić, 2012; Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2014; see also Ferreira
& Karimi, 2015). For the present purposes, which involve the correlation between explicit and
implicit prosodic form, we simply highlight the following: WMC was shown to have the same
basic relationship to cross-speaker variation in explicit prosodic phrase length as it has been argued
to have with cross-reader variation in implicit prosodic phrase length. This is consistent with a
similarity between implicit and explicit prosody, and in this way suggests (but of course, does not
on its own prove) that the two may not be fundamentally different in form. And it also needs to be
emphasized that the similarity we are referring to here is at the level of broad patterns for individual
speakers rather than the kind of highly specific and reliable relationship assumed by the IPH (see
Assumption 2a in the introduction, above).
In a second task (and setting aside issues of WMC), we attempted to relate the explicit prosody
participants produced in the first task to the implicit prosody they generated during silent reading. In
fact, we found participants’ explicit phrasing patterns to be systematically related to their implicit
phrasing—those who produced longer IPs in the reading-aloud task also tended to identify fewer
implicit boundaries while reading silently. It is important to acknowledge that the task employed
here has not, to our knowledge, been used before, and it may rely to some extent on judgments that
are rather metalinguistic or introspective in nature. However, it is now well-known that untrained
participants show some aptitude for identifying prosodic events in auditorily presented speech
(Bishop et al., 2020; Hualde et al., 2016) and it is not clear we can dismiss participants’ detection of
an event simply because the event is an internal one rather than an external one. Many authors have
assumed internal speech to be something that language users have some amount of conscious access
to (see Clifton, 2015, for a recent review), although accessing it the way participants did in the present study likely required high levels of phonological awareness (e.g., Wagner & Torgesen, 1987).12
Notably, phonological awareness is known to be dependent on the level of phonological representation (Treiman & Zukowski, 1991) and, as an important predictor of skilled reading in general, is
itself subject to individual differences (Quinn et al., 2015; Werfel, 2017). Assuming that labeling
phonological structure in this way depends, in part, on phonological awareness, it follows that our
implicit boundary identification task was difficult for at least two reasons: (a) because transcribing
phonology in general is difficult, and (b) because transcribing silent phonology is more difficult yet.
It is perhaps therefore not surprising that the relation we found in the second task of this study
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between implicit and explicit prosody involved only IPs; IP boundaries mark the highest level in the
prosodic hierarchy and are generally the most salient (sometimes marked by actual silent pauses).
This understanding of the task’s difficulty may also help to explain why WMC was not a significant predictor of implicit prosodic phrasing in the second task, which, as an anonymous reviewer
points out, seems unexpected if implicit and explicit prosody are similar in form. However, recall
from the explicit production task that WMC was most strongly associated with the total number of
prosodic boundaries participants produced—that is, when the distinction between intermediate
phrase and IP levels are collapsed—and only weakly associated with boundaries of a particular
level. Therefore, if participants were only proficient at identifying IP boundaries in their inner
speech, then they were only reporting a subset of the boundaries that are correlated with WMC—
which necessarily renders the correlation undetectable. For the present, we therefore suggest that
the results of the implicit boundary identification task are consistent with a similarity between
implicit and explicit prosody, which, as suggested by Speer and Foltz (2015), may only be detectable in the form of broad tendencies of individual speakers/readers. This conclusion also needs to
be tempered with the understanding that (a) the effect size was rather small, and (b) further study
is needed to determine the level of sensitivity and reliability this task can achieve. Still, probing
listeners internal speech in this way shows some promise as a tool for investigating implicit prosody, and given the well-known difficulty with this object of inquiry, such tools are badly needed.

4

Conclusion

Two basic questions were asked in the present study, motivated by work on implicit prosody, much
of which has taken place in the context of the IPH. The first question was whether individual differences in WMC (as estimated by reading spans) predict speakers’ explicit prosodic phrase length
the way it has been argued to predict implicit prosodic phrase length. The second question (which
set aside issues related to WMC) asked whether the individual differences observed in explicit
phrase length predicted individual differences in implicit phrasing, determined in a novel implicit
boundary identification task. The findings were encouraging in the sense that we were able to provide evidence for a relation between implicit and explicit prosody—and to do so using relatively
simply methods and with read-aloud speech. However, they also draw attention to what may be
inescapable limitations in studying implicit prosody. As recently discussed by other authors (e.g.,
Speer & Foltz, 2015), sentence-level prosody, both implicit and explicit, may simply be subject to
too much cross-speaker/cross-reader variation to investigate using group-level analyses, or to test
predictions framed in terms of highly specific structures. In this way, sentence-level prosody differs considerably from word-level prosody; while an English speaker cannot choose the location of
lexical stress on a word, he or she does have options with respect to whether that syllable is marked
by a pitch accent—and if so, what tonal shape characterizes that pitch accent. Similarly, lexical and
syntactic information do not uniquely determine the location of phrase boundaries, nor what level
in the prosodic hierarchy the boundary corresponds to. This problem of cross-speaker variability is
further compounded by the fact that within-speaker variability is likely also considerable. What
this all means is that we may simply not be able to meaningfully match the prosody of individual
sentences produced on one occasion with some measure of implicit prosody generated on some
other occasion. Instead, researchers investigating implicit prosody—at least implicit prosody
above the word level—may have to limit themselves to questions about “probable” prosodic patterns, and ones that are reader-specific.
In summary, while the wording in the IPH that implicit and explicit prosody are “identical” may
be too strong, especially given the amount of variation sentence-level prosody is subject to, it is not
clear that the two are fundamentally different in form. Furthermore, in response to some of the
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concerns recently discussed in the literature (e.g., Breen, 2014; Jun, 2010), speech from readingaloud tasks can be used to show this. And while investigating implicit prosody using read-aloud
speech does present challenges presented by (a) variability across speakers/readers, (b) variability
within-speakers/readers, and (c) inherent differences in the nature of silent versus oral reading,
these challenges are not impossible to address.
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Notes
1. For a thorough and fairly recent review, see Breen (2014)
2. Though not crucial to the present purposes, the authors actually found that domain-general working memory resources were implicated in the effects they reported. However, verbal working memory appeared to
be more important than spatial WMC in their study, and it has also been found to be a significant predictor
of attachment preference on its own in other work (e.g., Jun and Bishop, 2015a, Expt. 1).
3. In general, the examples of phrasing patterns here make reference to languages that have the linear surface word order NP1 NP2 RC (e.g., “. . .the servant of the actress who was on the balcony”), as does
English, German, and Spanish. But the prediction that the IPH makes about phrasing does not depend on
this word order. For example, in Korean and Japanese, the word order (relative to the English order) is
RC NP2 NP1, and so the predicted high attachment phrasing is (RC)//(NP2 NP1) and the low attachment
phrasing (RC NP2)//(NP1). In both word orders what is prosodically crucial is whether the RC is phrased
together with NP2 or separately from both NPs.
4. For example, it is now understood that prominence (i.e., accentuation) needs to be taken into account in
at least some languages (Carlson & Tyler, 2017; Gryllia & Kügler, 2010; Jun & Bishop, 2015a; Lee &
Watson, 2011; Schafer et al., 1996). It also seems clear that implicit prosody’s influence interacts with
parsing biases that are purely syntactic in nature (Kentner, 2017; Watson & Gibson, 2004), the details of
which may depend on stage of processing (Hwang & Schafer, 2009; Traxler, 2007/2009;) and perhaps
even developmental differences across the lifespan (Payne et al., 2014). Finally, Grillo (2012) and Grillo
and Costa (2014) argue that cross-linguistic differences in attachment preference correlate with grammatical factors not previously considered (and which do not necessarily require reference to prosody).
5. While there does not seem to be a study investigating this particular question from a phonological
perspective, it is worth pointing out that work in the domain of speech production planning provides
some basis for predictions regarding a relationship between WMC and spoken phrase length, although
it requires tying together two separate strands of research. The first strand is work demonstrating that
speakers’ planning unfolds in (minimally) intonational-phrase-sized chunks, and thus that higher-level
prosodic units are potential candidates for planning units (Ferreira, 1993; Keating & Shattuck-Hufnagel,
2002; see Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2015, for a recent review). The second strand is work that seems to indicate
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that the size of speakers’ preferred planning units—and thus preferred prosodic units—may vary due to
both external pressures related to speaking conditions, as well as internal pressures related to processing
resources (Ferreira & Swets, 2002; Fuchs et al., 2013; Krivokapić 2007a, 2007b, 2012; Petrone et al.,
2011; Swets et al., 2013; Swets et al., 2014; Wagner et al., 2010; see also recent discussion in Ferreira &
Karimi, 2015). While these two strands of research factored prominently into the present author’s thinking (as well as an earlier version of this manuscript), for both concision and clarity, the present discussion
focuses on the issues discussed in the implicit prosody literature.
See archive, still accessible as of 20 August 2020, at https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/briefing-room
/weeklyaddress.
Indeed they were somewhat higher than some of these studies report. This is likely to be in part the result
of the style of speech elicited (fairly carefully read speech, recorded in a laboratory) as well as the methodology (transcribers were making decisions about a limited set of pre-determined potential boundaries,
identified by the first-pass transcribers).
As mentioned above, no previous research seems to have explored the issue in an individual differences
context like the present study, but see Krivokapić (2012), who explicitly predicts (based on phonetic
measures of speech planning) that reduced processing resources (such as low WMC) should affect both
lower and higher levels of structure.
Given the miniscule number of filled pauses produced (a total of four, produced by two of the 100 speakers), they are omitted from the discussion.
A reviewer asks whether the passages utilized in the present study were of sufficient length to allow for
reasonable estimates of phrasing behavior. Methodological considerations in the present study included
the need to limit the duration of the experiment for participants (who completed multiple tasks), and
for expert annotators (who would be employed to transcribe the phonological structure of the samples).
Split-half reliability coefficients (with Spearman-Brown corrections) indicated that the explicitly read
passage allowed for reasonably stable estimates of the overall number of breaks (r = .79) and the number of IPs they produced (r = .80). However, the stability of IP-internal ip boundaries less so (r = .42),
and so the conclusions we draw below will be strongest for boundaries in general and boundaries at the
higher, IP level. For the implicit task, to be described further below, split-half reliability for boundaries
identified by participants in the silently read passage was shown to be relatively high (r = .88).
If the two outlying data points (representing the lowest end of RSPAN scores) are dropped, the R2 values
in Figure 3 do in fact decrease to R2 = .039 (for ips), R2 = .069 (for IPs), and R2 = .153 (for total number
of boundaries). However, none of the crucial statistical patterns presented below depend on the presence
or absence of these two data points.
The author thanks Janet Fodor for discussion of this issue. Fodor (2002) noted early on the possibility
that individual readers may differ in the “strength” of their implicit prosodic representations, which is
subtly different from the issue of phonological awareness just alluded to. This possibility does not seem
to have been pursued in subsequent research, but see Jun and Bishop (2015a), who appeal to differences
in the encoding of, or memory for, implicit accentuation patterns to account for interindividual differences in priming patterns.
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Appendix
Complete passage read by participants in the reading-aloud task (explicit prosody)
Our patch of tangled yard was an exotic foreign country. I had spent so much of my life in dark
theaters and dim hotel rooms, where the only thing green was the peeling paint on the walls, that
this seemed perfectly natural to me. This was where I had my first bite of mud pie; where I set up a
card table and mixed household chemicals, toothpaste, and my mother’s face powder, doing what
I called “experiments”. Now that I was sick I wasn’t allowed out of the house, but when I stood on
the headboard of my bed I could look through a high window into the backyard and see the concrete wall I used to climb over with my friends. We’d sneak under the cover of the banana trees and
light matches I had stolen from my mother’s kitchen. I could just reach the big box of wooden
matchsticks she kept on the top shelf of the old four-legged gas stove.

Complete passage read by participants in the silent-reading task (implicit prosody)
I had come down with polio a couple of weeks after starting second grade. My parents had enrolled
me in a military academy, possibly acting once again on their weird fetish for uniforms. For the
first two weeks of school, I was introduced to the fine points of drilling, marching, and standing
guard. Standing guard involved walking in circles for an hour or two and being able to recite, if
asked, a list of ten special orders. There were rumors among my classmates about what would happen to you if you got any of the orders wrong or in the wrong sequence. Older boys would come up
to you and fire off questions as if they were the officer of the day. What’s order number three?
What’s order number five? This was an interesting departure from standing in the wings watching
Miss Anderson change into her costume.
It has surprised me as I’ve traveled from town to town how often people have asked me with real
interest about what happened to the stuffed dog. I have no idea what happened to it. I was so disappointed in how he looked when he came back from the taxidermist that I had no sentimental attachment to the thing at all. As time went on, I became far more interested in what the stuffed dog had
come to stand for: hanging on to the past, standing in place, and not moving on. Getting him out
of my sight and out of my head would have been fine with me.

